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It is an easy thing to indict and forget the crimi
nals
comprise the sub-culture of our pris
ons in this society, for we have been taught to
believe that they have violated the codes of civil
ity and challenged
laws which support the
foundation of the republic. And yet, the many
economic, cultural, and political veils placed
before these disregarded spaces have rendered
their inhabitants invisible and irrelevant while
running contrary to the correctional philosophy
of returning these citizens to the
Such
conditioning, however, allows for prison opera
tors to exploit and de-humanize inmates on
multiple levels and through various unchecked
policies of torture and manipulation. Resisting
this psychological imprisonment
testifying to
dehabilitating practices becomes the only means
of making one's contained body visible and rele
vant once again. As such, novels, plays, epistles,
poems and other expressive renderings over the
past several decades have formed a sub-canon of
incarceral scholarship that attests to
forgot
ten humanity
dignity of the prisoner. Nev
ertheless, one of the principal entities subjugat
ing and attenuating the prisoner is the material
penitentiary structure itself.
The twentieth and twenty-first centuries'
American prison industrial complex can be read
as an architectural environment which establish
es power and dominion
inhabitants'
bodies, identities, and psychologies. By pro
hibiting prisoners from possessing any autono
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my and stripping them of any rights which might aid in their rehabili
tation and return
the public spaces of society, the prison system
ensures that its apparatus and
socio-political agenda will not be sub
verted. If one endeavors to graph the psychological terrain that shapes
and informs our everyday lives, it is necessary to consider the architec
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ined and material worlds — are integrally woven and serve to construct
this larger web of personality and character. In
socio-spatial essay
entitled "Building, Dwelling, Thinking," Martin Heidegger underscores
this point by asserting "[i]f we pay heed to
relations between loca
tions and spaces, between spaces and space, we get a clue to
us in
thinking of the relation of [people] and space" (106). Thus, within
ideological framework of psycho-physical geography, the prison com
plex illustrates how locations of control and restraint function to manip
ulate those who inhabit
architectural spaces. And yet, even within
the dehabilitating anatomy of this complex, the criminalized bodies
who
in these spaces are challenging their invisibility through pro
ducing narratives that resist such
According to Norman Johnston, author of Forms of Constraint: A His
tory of Prison Architecture, incarce l sites have historically and specifi
cally been designed to foment brutality and hostility against and among
inmates while "[depriving them] of their privacy, dignity, and self
esteem" (162). Thus, terminology describing a prison as "correctional"
or "rehabilitative" is suspect as the prison system itself functions to
inhabit the minds and bodies of prisoners—
legally, and
pragmatically. In so doing, the incarceral apparatus contains convicts
long after their arrival — or release — if that day
occur.
Accordingly, the architectonics of the prison itself has the power to
impose psychological constructs of regulation and locations of restraint
on
inhabitants through physical barriers and surveillance practices.
Using John Edgar Wideman's memoir Brothers and Keepers (1984), I
examine the manner and method in which imprisoning spaces of restric
tion and surveillance kindle acts of resistance by
contained and
manipulated within the incarceral architecture, namely, the visitor and
the prisoner.
physical locale of the prison mirrors the psychologi
cal composition of the inmate, thus, placing not only the prisoner but
more especially the visitor in the precarious position of accepting
his/her imprisonment or resisting it.
visitor traverses back and
forth across
threshold of the
temporarily detained by
spatial system. For the visitor, experiencing the binary world of free
dom and confinement fosters pockets of resistance that can be power
fully expressed through a social critique of the ordeal. However, for the
prisoner, there exists two possible avenues for survival within the
penitentiary: one is participating and competing within the hyper-patri
archy that works to establish masculine dominance and control; the
other is engaging in the art of narrative resistance which functions not
only to redeem a sense of identity for the prisoner but also to provide
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him with a voice outside of the prison walls. In considering these
options, it is the narrative production of resistance which is the viable
of power and integrity accessible to both the sojourning visitor and
the contained prisoner, invisible bodies
share confining spaces and
endure similar ill-treatment from the guards.
As a social critique of incarceral terrain, the visitors' and the prison
ers' narratives of resistance assail the fallacy that prisons are psycholog
ically rehabilitative or that such prison complexes are accurately being
represented in larger cultural and media circles. More importantly, the
narrative production of resistance castigates the discriminatory juridical
system that robs bodies of their agency and renders their voices silent.
Negotiating this psychological-architectural apparatus within the
prison industrial complex also calls into question the intent of contem
porary urban and suburban designs and utility of space across the Unit
ed States. Sectors and structures which have traditionally been open
and public are now rapidly becoming
and monitored, with and
without public consent. Indeed,
the terrorist attacks
September
11, 2001, the socio-political zeitgeist across the nation has accelerated
towards one of containment, surveillance, and restriction of civil liber
ties. Reincarnated Cold War-like policies, such as the P.A.T.R.I.O.T. Act,
for example, have taken shape in the United States in an effort to
demonstrate the Bush Administration's commitment to curtailing
unchecked mobility and engagement from
within U.S. borders.
Accordingly, the prison industrial complex as a
for disempower
ment and totalizing control cannot be fully expounded without analyz
the socio-political landscape of public American society as a parallel
location.
relationship between places of incarceration and spaces of psy
chology has a long evolutionary history within the western world. One
of the most notable architectural machines that linked a material struc
ture with the subjugation of human behavior was Jeremy Bentham's
18th century prison: the Panopticon Penitentiary.1 This polygonal appa
ratus would ideally function as a "'glass bee-hive,"' or as Bentham sug
gests, "'a bee-hive without a drone'" (qtd. in Semple 116).
genius
the Panopticon was that it would allow prison keepers to "[see] without
being seen ... [for] the persons to be inspected
always feel them
selves as if under inspection, at least as standing a great chance of being
so ..(Bentham 43). This would occur whether or not the prisoner was
actually being observed at that moment in time. It was
ubiquity
surveillance,
imaginableness, that would make it possible for
"laboratory of power" (Foucault 363), as Michel Foucault calls it, "to
penetrate [effectively and efficiently]
the [prisoners'] behavior"
(364). Although Bentham's actual design never became a standard tem
plate for incarceral architecture, his psychological intentions of control,
surveillance, and alienation have manifested themselves throughout the
contemporary American prison system. However, this panoptic agen
da, that is, a deliberate system of thought through which bodies are con
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tained and controlled by way of
architectural design, has trans
formed not only the inmates but also
who come
contact with
penitentiary spaces, thereby eliciting either compliance or resistance
from these bodies. Indeed, fathoming the expanse of the prison com
plex's psycho-geography from the vantage point of the visitor can only
be fully comprehended and synthesized through an exploration of the
masculine prison spaces as experienced by the prisoner himself.
As the prisoner
is receiving
visiting brother, it is Robby
Wideman, sentenced in 1976 to life imprisonment for committing armed
robbery and murder,
belongs to a world far more entangled and
dangerous inhabit, for the social geography of prison is shaped by the
strict codes and principles of a ruthless and violent cultural system
dominance and control: the hyper-patriarchy. This system of masculin
is predicated upon the subordination of "weaker"
inmates.
Enforcing a program of subordination ensures higher positions of status
and power for stronger, more dominant males within the spaces of the
penitentiary.2 Since there is
guarantee that these homosocial posi
tions will remain permanent, acts of violence via gang/rape, threats,
fights, or extortion are commonplace and committed in an effort not
only survive, but
higher in social rank and ensure one's con
tinued survival in the incarceral hyper-masculine organization of
prison.3 After all, "[t]he higher the prisoner is in the hierarchy, the bet
is his standard of living. The lower . . . the more susceptible he
becomes to abuses at
hands of other prisoners" (Sabo, Kupers, and
London 8). Engaging in the power game of hyper-patriarchy becomes a
method to resist disappearing in the cracks and crevices of the prison
walls and a means for reacquiring an identity—however emasculating it
may actually be. As such, Robby realizes in Brothers and Keepers that
only "[t]he strong survive [in this masculine hegemony].
ones who
are strong and lucky" (Wideman 23).
However, to survive in this climate, the
prisoner must perform
his masculinity on a daily basis by exhibiting physical and mental
ess, for any sign of uncertainty, fear, or emotion
some the part of the
prisoner
ent
will invite not only prisoners but also guards to unravel and
dissolve his delicate psyche.4 This performance of masculinity occurs
all spaces of the prison locale and ensures to
degree that one's
footing within the chain-gang of command does not falter. Moreover, the
continual "surveillance [both by prisoner and guards] additionally mag
nifies all performance of self, putting all action under a microscope of
scrutiny or the perceived magnification that one is constantly watched"
(Holmberg 78) whether he is actually being observed or not. The inher
paranoia present within the prison hyper-patriarchy is the Panopti
con at work. As a male prisoner caught within this debasing system of
contained masculine aggression, Robby is cognizant of the destructive
outcome in playing the prison games with prisoners and guards; never
theless, he recognizes that maneuvering on the periphery of these social
circles or positioning oneself outside of the regimented identities estab
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lished by the hyper-patriarchy would likely place him in jeopardy. "You
were supremely eligible for a bullet if the guards couldn't press your
button," Robby narrates. "If they hadn't learned
to manipulate
you, if you couldn't be bought or sold, if you weren't into drugs and sex
games, if you weren't cowed or depraved, then you were a threat"
(Wideman 82-83). The pressure to maintain the hegemony of the
with the weakest of the prisoners at the bottom of the structure, the
strongest at the top, and the guards puppeteering the entire design, is
difficult to resist or
dismantle.
Nevertheless, Robby Wideman avoids, for the most part, losing his
position of power within the hyper-patriarchy by opting to work with
in the prison hospital, or the "Bug Center" as he calls it (Wideman 232).
Because
has been in the prison for
time and because of his
physical muscularity—"his necessity for survival" (219)— he secures his
masculinity and his position. Thus, Robby is able to navigate and nego
tiate his way around
circular and predictable games of hyper-patri
archy. In this separate space of the Bug Center, Robby is able to critique
the medical abuses in the prison system. In the Center, the prisoners
become experiments for the prison doctors and receptacles of random
drugs and medication, elements that do little for the prisoners except
dehabilitate and manipulate them. "It's pitiful, really," Robby relates,
"cause they be needing help and ain't nobody round here can do for
them. Just keep em
up like animals in that funky ward. . . .
Quiet most of the time, though. Dudes is so drugged up they be sleep
ing they lives away. Gallons of Thorzine. Shoot em up. No problems"
(233, 235). Although
remains, at times, within the shadow of the
prison's hyper-patriarchy, Robby's removal relegates him simply to an
observer of sanctioned criminality within the medical ward. However,
it is Brothers and Keepers that eventually functions as his mouthpiece to
these atrocities.
notion that the hyper-patriarchy as a productive and effective
means for resistance within the incarceral spaces of the penitentiary is
simply a fallacy, a ruse. Participating in it or not, the prisoner is still
controlled by the guards and by the ubiquity of
steel cages,
piercing whistles, and phallic batons.
hyper-patriarchy offers the
illusion of empowerment while further debasing and constricting what
remains of the prisoner's identity. As a meta-prisoner, Robby Wideman
is the guilty victim of a system and a society that stigmatizes him as an
outsider and a threat
the dominant discourse of the privileged race
and class. I call Robby a "meta-prisoner" because of
unique status
within Brothers and Keepers. Although he is still a prisoner and subject
to both the rules of the hyper-patriarchy and the regimentation of the
keepers, Robby, along with
older brother, are constructing a lan
guage, a counter-narrative, which allows him to recover an identity and
a persona unobtainable in the higher circles of the hyper-patriarchy. To
function as a meta-prisoner is move beyond the architectural and psy
chological spaces of the penitentiary and recognize and remember the
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humanity of oneself. This recognition in the self is the only viable form
of rehabilitation for the prisoner. Robby is
male, poor, unem
ployed, and aggressive, characteristics that have
suspect in
the eyes of the public.5 As such, after enduring a kangaroo trial
which the primary objective was "get them a nigger . . . [no matter] if
it was the right one or wrong one" (Wideman 154), Robby realizes that
the injustice done to him and
the outside would be double on the
inside of the prison, for now

[he] understood that
was sentenced to die. That all sentences
were death sentences. If
didn't buckle under, the guards
would do everything in their power
him. If
succumbed
to the pressure to surrender dignity, self-respect, control
his
own
and body [and manhood], then he'd become a beast,
and what good in him would die. . . . The question for him
became: How long could he survive in spite of the death sen
tence? Nothing he did
guarantee his safety. . . . Yet to
maintain sanity,
minimize their opportunities to destroy him,
to be constantly vigilant. . . . Vigilance is the price of sur
vival. Beneath the vigilance, however, is a gnawing
boiling in the pit of your stomach. . . . Your life is not in your
hands.
(83-84)

Robby's guilt or innocence is not at
heart of John Edgar Wide
man's exploration of prison culture; rather, Robby's life-long condition
ing on the urban streets, the choices and opportunities (albeit limited
a poor young black man) available to him, and the inevitable directions
took are a part of a complex socio-economic system that has always
disenfranchised the working class African American in the United
States. In
of the legal system, the belief that a black
carries
within him a burden of criminal guilt continues to influence jury ver
and court sentencing. In an 1994 interview with Ishmael Reed,
Wideman asserts that blackness has always been associated with crime
both in the popular imagination and media representation and by the
acts of the political-legal system of this country (Reed 132). In a climate
of racism, punishment and censure appear to be the effects to any cours
es of action undertaken by the African American
Moreover,
Wideman believes
that it's that sense of doom, that sense of anticipation, in young
people today that causes such anger and has separated them so
absolutely from society, from
generation before them. That
sense that you are fated to be a criminal, that you are a criminal
already. . . . [F]or generations in this country there have been
people, mired in class,
have always been beset
oppres
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sion and by poverty and the absolutely predictable ravages
the justice system.
(Reed 132)

Given the systemic economic and political abandonment of poor blacks,
the urban spaces in which a young man such as Robby is fostered can
have damaging effects on
personality and character. Moreover, the
psychological and unethical battering often leaves
inner city urban
dweller with few options for survival or with a lack of desire to pursue
them. Accordingly, tangible role models become those whose lives prof
it from criminal behavior or are those who are eventually cut down
the street or disillusioned
the abuse of local authority. For every
dweller who escapes the ravages of this urban prison, there are a vast
majority who cannot.
Confronted by the ubiquity of police harassment in the public and
private spaces of his neighborhood, the legacy of impoverished public
schools surveilled like prisons (Wideman 116), and the hypocrisy of
social workers at youth centers who "[lived] off those kids" in order to
keep "their little jobs and their little titles" (Wideman 138), Robby rec
ognizes that there is a deliberate imbalance in the system that
lit
tle favor to the African American, but is engineered
sustain the dom
inance of the white hegemony. As such, "[t]he justice system is set up in
one sense to keep us separate,
control those parts of the population
that offer a threat to property, to the status quo. ... As long as that's the
case and as long as far too
black people fall into that class, then
the statistics are going to be the same" (Reed 132), and minorities, par
ticularly African American males, will continue to fill the prison cells
penitentiaries across the country.
In Brothers and Keepers, John Edgar Wideman explores
nucleus
incarceral psycho-scapes through a series of visitations with his
younger brother Robby.
fictionalized version of Robby's conviction
and incarceration appears in Hiding Place, the second novel in the Home
wood Books, a trilogy that was published in 1981. Also, in "Solitary," one
of the chapters in Damballah (the first book in the trilogy), Wideman fic
tionally represents the psychological and physical trauma of prison vis
made by a mother to her son. As a celebrated author and professor
of literature, John Edgar Wideman has acquired an impressive catalog
of achievements and lauds
his tenure as a scholar and literary
. Having
membership into
Beta Kappa and a Rhodes
Scholarship
to attend Oxford University in the early 1960s, Wideman
tur
ned writing
time and teaching as a means for cultivating a distinct
in
within the African American community. A two time recipient of the
PEN/Faulkner Award (Sent for You Yesterday, 1983; Philadelphia Fire, 1990)
and a two
nominee for the National Book Award (Brothers and Keep
ers, 1984; Fatheralong: A Meditation on Fathers
Sons, Race, and
1995), Wideman recognizes the integral role family and place hold
expressing one's experiences artistically. Brothers and Keepers, particu-
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larly, had an adverse effect on Wideman and transformed the notion of
family for him as the memoir underscored and reanimated identities
with which
had become disconnected. In a 1988 interview by James
W. Coleman, Wideman asserts that there was a multi-leveled design for
creating Brothers and Keepers. Most importantly, the memoir was to
bring to light the circumstances and conditions Robby and other
inmates were encountering within the prison industrial complex,
short, to expose
system of this patriarchal sub-culture. Also, the
work redefined what
and community actually meant.
could one be so successful in life, and yet have one's sibling sink into the
isolated and forgotten recesses of the penitentiary? In the interview,
Wideman states
I tried
say [this] in my book, but. . . There is a whole
what happens when anybody, any black person in this country,
gains a skill, gains an education, gains
sort of power . . ..
How does that individual success relate to the fact that most peo
ple are far from successful in those economic terms, and how
does success perpetuate the system that is in fact oppressing so
many black people? . . . Are there ways to be successful without
perpetuating the class and racial hierarchy that produced this?
(Coleman 78)
Indeed, these desires to bring his brother, Robby, out of the incarceral
spaces of crime and punishment and reconfigure
back
the
Wideman family and society at large marks Brothers and Keepers as a tes
timonial
humanity and resilience of prisoners and their marginal
ized family members.
The non-fictional narrative itself functions as a multi-narrative, a
shared resistance
violations committed against both brothers: John,
the author and the visitor, and Robby Wideman, the prisoner and sec
ond narrator via John's hand. This ingenious narrative pendulation
between the two brothers further illustrates that the production of resis
can be both a mutual exploration for a collective, familial identity
and a paired critique of the prison industrial complex
This is cer
tainly the case in the design of Wideman's book.” "I wanted my voice
and my brother's
our lives, to come together," Wideman states
a 1995 interview, "so that you really couldn't say that one of us was suc
cessful and the other not" (Smith 142). Sharing this narrative space
within the text underscores the writer's ability to affect an emphatic lit
erary voice from a disembodying locus of silence. In Brothers and Keep
ers, it is
visitor and the prisoner who recover their language within
the design of a counter-narrative. Accordingly, what slowly evolves is
not only an intricate mapping of the prisoner's
but
a greater
understanding of how Wideman himself, as a visitor, as an African
American man, as a writer, becomes a temporary
of the peni
tentiary during these sojourns. Significantly, the oscillation between liv
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ing in public spaces with his wife and children and visiting enclosed
places which his brother inhabits begins to take a toll
Wideman as he
devises new methods for negotiating these disparate topographies.
Reflecting on this experience, Wideman
Visiting prison is like
a funeral parlor. Both situations
demand unnatural responses, impose a peculiar discipline on
the visitor. The need to hold on wars with the need to let go, and
the visitor is stuck in the middle, doing both, doing
You
are mourning, bereaved but you pretend the shell in the coffin is
somehow connected with
vital, breathing person you once
knew. . . . You submit the unnatural setting controlled
face
less intermediaries, even though you understand
setting has
been contrived not so much to allay your grief, your sense of
but profit from them, mock them, and mock the one you need
to see.
(185)
To understand the full measure of what he is experiencing, John Edgar
Wideman must establish new discursive modes through which to inter
pret the surfaces and textures of the penitentiary.
Attentive to this imbalanced system of masculinity and the ruse
resistance within the topography of the penitentiary, Wideman himself
witnesses as the prisoner and the prison visitor morph into agentless
bodies whose problematic positions force them
resist the keepers'
containment. Likewise, simultaneously and unconsciously, the visitor
resists the prisoner. Although Wideman "want[s] to learn from [the
prisoners'] eyes," as he maintains, to "identify with their plight," he
does not "want to forget [that
is still] an outsider, that these cages
and walls are not [the visitor's] home. . . . [For] the insecurity bred by
the towering walls incite [him] to resent the [prisoners'] eyes" (47).
Nevertheless, through the
of the keepers, Wideman appears guilty
prisoner association, guilty for wanting this contact, thus incurring
the
reception and treatment given to each prisoner.
While walls, bars, cameras, and watchtowers safeguard ubiquitous
uniformity and supervision, both the daily routine of constraint within
the cell system and the hyper-masculine power struggles among the
prisoners simultaneously serve to reshape and relocate the inmate —
and by extension, the visitor—within a sphere of paralysis, thus, trans
muting any given prisoner into an automaton whose very mind
becomes a penitentiary. According to prison architectural critic Thomas
A. Markus, "[this] infliction of necessary suffering
physical and
psychological] is . . . seen, though rarely acknowledged, as a way for
society to seek retribution. [Prison b]uildings therefore need to reinforce
the control, surveillance, discomfort, alienation and loss of privacy
which such a regime requires" (16). Such rules and regulations used to
restrain prisoners, however, are easily transformed or amended by the
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caprice of the keepers in the Widemans' testimonies, for it is through
daily edicts and pronouncements that panoptic authority, control mani
fested from architecture and psychology, garners
power and agency.
Wideman contends that "[i]nside the [prison] walls nothing is certain,
nothing can be taken for granted except the arbitrary exercise
absolute power. Rules
in
one day will be superseded the
next" (183). As such, the only thing which is certain is that the hierar
chy of power and control which subjugates not only prisoners but also
their visitors is unremovable, unrelenting, and unchecked. In the end,
"[w]hat counts are the unwritten rules" that debase the visitor and
emasculate, rather than rehabilitate, the prisoner (Wideman 43). Wide
man, socially constructed as the liberated outsider who must carefully
navigate his way through the panoptic system, is exposed
similar
psychological and physical violations to which prisoners themselves are
subject
a daily basis.
pivotal scene of the visitors' room, which takes place early
in
Brothers and Keepers, outlines the metamorphosis a visitor must endure
to become a temporary prisoner of the penitentiary. After having under
gone the rigorous and humiliating inspection that prefaces any incarceral visit, Wideman contemplates the space of the visitors' room while
waiting meet with his brother Robby. This octagonal chamber, replete
with "a ceiling twice a high as an ordinary room" and "four perverse,
fly-speckled, curtainless windows admitting neither light
air"
(Wideman 50) defies tangible form or function.
dimensions and
parameters do not betray its intention. This is a transitional space, the
threshold in which the lines of demarcation between the visitor and the
visited are blurred. Here, behind "the last iron gate" (191), the outsider
comes as close
the nucleus of the prison as
prisoner comes to the
outside world.
If anything, "[Wideman] feel[s] like a bug in the bottom of a jar."
However, "[a]t least insects could see through the
walls,"
con
tends, "at least they could flutter or hop or fly" (50). Under the austere
panoptic surveillance of the keepers, Wideman and his
sit and
wait, slowly losing their notion of time, their agency, their mobility, and
their autonomy in the atmosphere of stained furniture, peeling walls,
organic graffiti, and silence. "The kids clearly don't belong here," Wide
man contemplates. "But whose kids belong here? Who fits the image
this room imposes
anybody
must see it?" (51). The pain, the
degradation, and the discomfort the visitors' room seems to generate
reminds Wideman that
role as visitor must also be one of attestant
or recorder, for the "documentation of the systematic abuse visitors
must undergo from start to finish when they enter the prison" (51) is
only a small part of certifying the human rights violations and emascu
lating stratagems which take place throughout the concealed spaces and
corridors of the larger complex. In these systems of containment (the
the showers, the mess hall, the yard, the hole), "the keepers [are
able to] constrict space and limit freedom, [and] as the inmates are
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forced to conform to these mandates, an identity is fashioned for the
prisoners. Guarding the inmates' bodies turns out to be a license
defining what a prisoner is" (Wideman 188). Like the prisoners them
selves, the visitor is now subject
the constraints of the apparatus,
his/her identity and character are transformed into the unwelcome
guest whose presence is merely
disturbance to the daily routines of
executing incarceral power.
Despite the reality that "jail can be a stone jungle" (Wideman 104),
in the course of witnessing and transcribing the experiences of the visi
tors' room and the geography in which
younger brother negotiates,
Wideman surmises that there is a way to defy, albeit momentarily, the
architectural constraints surrounding him; there is a method for curtail
the force penetrating
beyond the
iron gate. He observes
that it is not the numerous "doors or their thickness or composition or
the specific route from
visitors' annex to the prison" that is actually
immobilizing him, nor is it "the clangorous steps and drafty, dank pas
sageways and nightmare-size locks and keys, or the number of
frisking [him] with their eyes or the crash of steel on steel ringing
[his] ears" (51). Rather, Wideman begins to understand that what he is
producing in
head, the notions of imprisonment, the pictures of
incarceration, is actually what is gaining control
his psychology.
Physically, Wideman is still free to leave the prison at the end of the
visit, unlike Robby who remains permanently incarcerated — body and
mind — within the architecture of the prison and the hyper-patriarchal
system which organizes it. This is the intention of the visitors' room,
and the ultimate design of the panoptic prison structure. "That image,"
writes, "that idea is what defines the special power of the prison over
those
enter it" (Wideman 51). Accordingly, being cognizant of this
power is the first movement
asserting a form of autonomy and
consciousness. Reconnecting with his brother reminds
of his role as
the visitor and aids in affording him some measure of agency with
which to navigate the time and space of the sojourn in the penitentiary.
Wideman rhetorically addresses his brother regarding this silent and
temporary
of empowerment, thus sharing in the knowledge that
there is an operable method of resistance to the material and psycho
logical incarceration of not only the hyper-patriarchy but also
prison
system itself:
Until I understood what was being done [to me], the first few
moments at the threshold of
visiting lounge always confused
me. . . . And it's
simple matter in a noisy room crowded with
strangers, in the short space of an hour or so, after a separation
of months or years, to convince you and convince myself that
yes, yes we are people and yes, we have something to say each
other, something that will
above the shouting, the fear, the
chaos around us. Something that, though whispered, can be
heard. Can connect us again.
(52)
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Although Wideman, at each visit, quietly contemplates radical resis
tance in the form of fighting and escaping with his brother, he resigns
himself each
to the "vinyl-cushioned couches" (Wideman 191) of
the visitors' room and quietly reconnects with Robby
this is his
ultimate purpose. The authoritative force emanating from the sur
rounding spaces is difficult to
and usually impossible to
for
"each visit's rooted in denial, compromise, a sinking feeling of failure. .
. . The last gate. Sometimes it never swings all the way open
its
hinges" (191). Between the two brothers and the ubiquitous keepers,
there is the unconscious space of entangled
and incarceration;
however, if the visit is to transpire, then Wideman and his brother must
sacrifice this external
and succumb to the untempered rule of the
keepers who guard the panoptic terrain in which they all inhabit.
The author suggests that "[a]wareness, consciousness,
matter
painful, are the only tools [one] has to work with," for this is one's
"only advantage in the game the keepers have designed so they always
win" (190). In so
the very text of Brothers and Keepers, as a narra
tive production of resistance, becomes, for Wideman and for Robby, a
language of defiance against the over-arching effects of architectural
subjugation, as well as the only expression of rehabilitation and recon
ciliation made available
them. Cognizance and then narrative action
is the Janus-faced response to incarceral terror. Harnessing this power,
the imprisoned inhabitant at
speaks through the iron gate
the
interior core of the penitentiary and back out again to the public society
beyond the material and psychological walls of containment. The
expressions manifest themselves in multiple forms and through numer
ous bodies and voices. "The voices are always there," Wideman writes
in
introduction to Mumia Abu-Jamal's Live from Death Row, "if we
discipline ourselves to pick them out. Listen to them, to ourselves, to
the best way we've managed to write and say and
and paint and
sing" (Abu-Jamal, "Introduction" xxxvii). It is here in the critical
of social expression that one is able to recover one's humanity in the face
of iron gates and
citadels.
rendering of the prisoner's invisibility has generated a growing
corpus of writerly voices that resist the dehumanizing and exiling
bodies incarcerated throughout the country. Accordingly, the prison
narrative has been manifested through multiple genres over the past
few decades and continues to emerge as a powerful vehicle for render
ing the prisoner and his/her family visible and
multi-genre
narratives are accessible through plays (Miguel Pinero's Short Eyes, Kosmond Russell's The Visit); poetry (Leonard Peltier's Prison Writings, Raul
Salinas' Un Trip through the Mind Jail y Otras Excursions, Etheridge
Knight's Poems from Prison); juvenile literature (Walter Dean Myers Mon
ster); fictional works (Walter Mosley's Always Outnumbered, Always Out
gunned, Chester Himes' Yesterday Will Make You Cry); non-fictional
works and testimonies (Soledad_Brother: The Prison Letters of George Jackson, Mumia Abu-Jamal's Live from Death Row, Asha Bandele's The Prison
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er's Wife). Indeed, this diversity of expressions testifies to the power,
vitality, and resilience of a prisoner's voice and identity.
emergence of this voice simultaneously forces us to examine not
only the prison industrial complex but also the socio-political apparatus
which free citizens occupy. Thomas A. Markus suggests that "any cri
tique of the prison today is a critique of society. And any prescription
for the prison of tomorrow is a prescription for tomorrow's society" (18).
In
social and political form, the penitentiary complex has a paradox
ical function. While it remains invisible to the public eye by warehous
ing criminals and media-generated monsters behind iron gates, a
nificant portion of the economy is dependent upon its very existence
and proliferation. Eve Goldberg and Linda Evans maintain that large
sectors — both public and private — stand to profit from constructing
and operating prisons. "Prisons are seen as a source of jobs in con
struction, local vendors and prison staff as well as a source of tax rev
enues. An average prison has a staff of several hundred employees and
an annual payroll of several million dollars. Like any industry, the
prison economy needs raw materials. In this case the raw materials are
prisoners. The prison industrial complex can grow only if more and
more people are incarcerated even if crime rates drop" (7). The fact that
prison construction is on the rise while rehabilitative programs for the
incarcerated which fund adequate medical care, vocational training, or
educational opportunities have been drastically severed in
past sev
eral years is a sign that the American society does not
criminals to
be reformed and returned to the public sphere; rather, it prefers to keep
them incarcerated, ensuring that their constant separation and debase
ment will render them non-existent — thus, unproblematic.7 After all,
they are criminals who need to be punished for what they did, what they
are, and what they represent to the rest of society: a symptom of democ
racy. Naturally, this societal stance has grave implications since the
majority of inmates within the prison industrial complex are under-class
minorities.8
However, the idea that the privileged sectors of society can remain
untouched by a
and incarceral nation is a misconception since
contemporary cities and communities in the United States are slowly
mirroring the panoptic design of the prison system. From the Panopti
con's inception over two centuries ago, architect Jeremy Bentham
intended that his
of surveillance and containment not be limited
to the penitentiary, but manifest itself in multiple social spaces. As such,
architectural planning in the United States is following Bentham's call in
light of
inflated crime stories, the growing disappearance of the
middle-class, the September 11th“ terrorist attacks, and the multiple
forms of demographic terror
against marginalized races and
lower-classes.9
Mike
a socio-architectural critic, further contends, "[t]his
obsession with physical security systems, and, collaterally, with the
architectural policing of social boundaries, has become a Zeitgeist of
urban restructuring, a master narrative in the emerging built environ
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ment of the 1990s" (City 223). Fueling society's fear and paranoia of
criminals infiltrating both public and private sectors of communities
and neighborhoods, politicians seeking to maintain their lifestyles
power, and mainstream media outlets desiring to preserve a large con
sumer body convince the nation that criminality is synonymous with
under-class minority status.
by suggesting that minorities
threaten hegemonic stability, political leaders and the
sanction
the construction of gated communities, panoptic urban spaces, freeway
barriers, and more prison complexes.
In the nation's drive to garner safety and security
enabling politi
cians and media circles to define the sources and remedies of social vio
permitting the military forces
police our domestic spaces,10
and by allowing minority men to become permanent fixtures within the
prison industrial complex, Americans undercut the power of equality
and freedom in this country and undermine bodies
resist the
storms of injustice. However, if '"[t]he degree of civilization in a society
can be judged by entering the prisons,"' (qtd. in Abu-Jamal 75) as Dos
toyevsky suggests, then the United States of the 21st
will con
tinue to proliferate what Mike Davis calls "the militarization of the [.. .]
landscape" (Ecology 361), a geography of brutality, injustice, and panop
tic control, which will leave little space even for fleeting moments of
resistance. The abuses this past year of Iraqi prisoners being held at
Abu Ghraib prison embarrassed the U.S. government while disgusting
the American public. Indeed, the Abu Ghraib debacle illustrates the sys
tematic negligence of a prisoner's humanity and treatment because
signifies "the natural consequence of putting prisoner care in the hands
of poorly trained people working for a system that operates behind
doors, accountable only to the bottom line" (Thayer 13). Howev
er, when there is an outcry from American prisons, the pleas fall upon
the deaf and unforgiving ears of the
American public.
And yet, there are means for counteracting this socio-political
silencing and for resurrecting the body destroyed
a social death of
incarceration. The writing itself creates connections between isolated
individuals while building back the community that has been lost. Nar
rative productions of resistance, such as Wideman's Brothers and Keepers,
serve not only unveil the abuses within the prison apparatus but also
to illustrate to those outside of the penitentiary walls that a free and
open society is not defined by
gated communities, security
hyper-surveillance malls, or private security forces, but by the con
sciousness and cognizance that lead to effectual resistance.

Notes
1. The design of Bentham's Panopticon is quite familiar students and
scholars of social-architecture. According to Janet Semple, "[the struc
ture] was to be circular or polygonal in shape with the cells around the
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circumference. At the core would be a central inspection area of gal
leries and lodge, disjoined from the main building, linked to the outer
perimeter only by stairways, none of the floors or ceilings coinciding.
From this lodge, authority could exercise a constant surveillance while
remaining itself invisible" (116).
2. For a detailed hierarchial scale depicting the breakdown and discus
sion of dominant prisoners, prisoners with resources, marginalized
prisoners, and stigmatized prisoners, see Sabo Kupers, and London, 78.
3. Prison
whether committed by one man or a gang of them, com
plicates issues of sexuality and orientation. According to
Kupers
London, "[t]he act of prison rape is clearly tied
the constitution
of intermale dominance hierarchies. Rapes between male prisoners are
often described as if they occurred between men and women and in
terms of master and slave" (11). Therefore, the act itself is a measure by
which to demean another male prisoner and assert power and control
over his body and identity through forced participation in a feminized
role of the penetrated. The one who performs the penetrating, whether
out of violence, control, gratification, does so in the capacity of the male
dominator or penetrator,
furthering the inequality among impris
oned men and "constructing masculine power hierarchies" (Messerschmidt 68). Since heterosexuality, an expression integral hegemonic
masculinity, has been denied
the
prison population, it extends
the level of punishment the prison industrial complex enforces. New
methods of sexuality must, therefore, be created in this hyper-patri
archy. Nonetheless, this raises a series of questions as to whether inter
male sexual relations in the prison system are "authentic" forms of het
erosexual expression or simply coded forms of homosexuality resulting
from sexual oppression within incarceral spaces.
4. Male prison guards enjoy a privileged role within the apparatus
hyper-masculinity. They take advantage of this system by setting cer
tain prisoners loose on each other to fight, or they can punish them by
placing particular prisoners
cells with known rapists. Such things
are done to divide prisoners, obtain information,
or enforce
order (Sabo, Kupers, and London 12). This ensures that the hyper-mas
culine structure designed by
prisoners themselves ultimately is
controlled by the guards, the keepers of incarceral identities.
5. It is significant to point out that the injustice done to Robby Wide
man, a marginalized black man, extends many other individuals who
are not white middle-class members of society. In
formidable book
Always Running: La Vida Loca: Gang Days in LA, author Luis J. Rodriguez
posits "[c]riminality in this country is a class issue. Many of those ware
housed in overcrowded prisons can be properly called 'criminals
want,' those who've been deprived of the basic necessities of life and
therefore forced into so-called criminal acts to survive. Many of them
just don't have the means
buy their 'justice.' They are members of a
social stratum which includes welfare mothers, housing project resi
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dents, immigrant families, the homeless and unemployed" (10).
6. Addressing the process of creating Brothers and Keepers,
in
a
1997 interview with Bonnie TuSmith, states "[t]here are places [in
the text] where the author is trying to imagine what it might be like to
be somebody else. It tells you that. So that the techniques and the force
of fiction enter, and are represented in, what is a nonfictional work"
(TuSmith 215).
7. According to Leah Thayer, in addition to the
in prison construc
for
prisoners, the number of incarcerated women is rapidly on
the rise: 181,000 women which is a 750 % increase
1980. 1980 is
also the year that "marks the beginning of the prison privatization trend
and the
of colossal for-profit prison contractors such as Correction
al Medical Services (CMS). . . Prison Health Services, Correctional Cor
poration of American (CCA), and the Global Expertise in Outsourcing
Group" (10). Collectively
corporations receive a multi-billion dol
lar profit which makes this industry very lucrative to investors. As a
result, Thayer argues that corporations have now
responsibil
for most of the functions within the prison industrial complex, "a
trend that has fueled what prisoner advocates say is an epidemic of pre
ventable illness, unnecessary suffering and premature death among
women prisoners [particularly]" (10). Despite the deprivation of basic
liberties for prisoners, they, nevertheless, deserve to be treated humane
ly and with dignity, Thayer maintains (10).
8. Marc Mauer reports that "increases in incarceration rates dispropor
tionately affect poor and minority males. Nearly half of all prison
inmates in the United States are now African American
even
though they constitute only 6 percent of the total national population.
Another 9 percent are Hispanic males,
disproportionate to their
percentage of the population. Overall,
of every fourteen adult black
males is locked up
any given day" (49). These statistics continue to
increase, thus demonstrating the continued disparity between the
national population and the representation of ethnic
incarcerat
ed. Likewise, Mumia Abu-Jamal states that "African-Americans, a
11 percent of the national population, compose about 40 percent of the
death row population" in the United States today (5). Underscoring this
phenomenon, political critic Angela Davis posits, "[w]hile cloaking
itself within the bourgeois aura of universality — imprisonment was
supposed to cut across all class lines, as crimes were to be defined by the
act, not the perpetrator — the prison has actually operated as an instru
ment of [racial and] class domination, a means of prohibiting the havenots from the haves" (45).
9. Reconstructed urban spaces and mass produced suburban locations
are being planned with security measures in mind. Such measures
entail hyper-surveillance instruments and barriers which complicate
issues of civil liberties, privacy, and mobility. Whereas Benthamite sur
veillance operated
the premise of a central panoptic authority, new
urban and suburban spaces in the United States are utilizing a "decen
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tered Panopticon" (Whitaker 140) policy — or multi-centered — in
which surveillance and control over spaces are being relegated to pri
vate companies and corporations. Mounting digital cameras
top of
skyscrapers, in parking lots, and
lobby areas; privatizing public
spaces like parks,
or pedestrian walkways; using private securi
ty police to control
walling off neighborhoods and communities
with freeways, fences, or barriers are a few signs of psycho-architectur
al control manifesting throughout the developed topography of the
United States today. Freedom and security, features highly coveted and
prized within this nation, unfortunately, are not compatible.
10. According to Robert Dreyfuss, political writer for Rolling Stone mag
azine, "the Pentagon will announce plans to create a new regional com
mander in chief (in military jargon, CINC, pronounced 'sink') for the
U.S., heading a new unit that would be dubbed the Northern Command.
. .. Now there is clamor for far more involvement [than participating in
border security on the War
Drugs campaign], and uniformed soldiers
are more and more in evidence [since the terrorist attacks
September
11, 2001], 'It makes me nervous,' says former Sen. Gary Hart, who
chaired last year's high-level commission
national security and ter
rorism, 'any time the regular forces start talking about a homeland secu
rity'" (qtd. in Dreyfuss 33, 79).
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